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Abstract. Following the advancements in convergent devices, the trend of rapid increase
in software complexity and the contrastingly shortened software product lifecycle have
introduced new challenges to which the transformation from legacy single-core based
system to multi-core based system have emerged. Unfortunately, software development
process which provides adequate support for multi-core parallelization has not been
around to keep up with the speed of advancements in multi-core based hardware systems.
In this paper, to address this need, we propose a development process supporting
transformation of existing single-core based software to a multi-core equivalent, and
discuss the overall cost-saving potential in introducing automation tools for supporting
applicable activities within the proposed process.
Keywords: multi-core parallelization, architecture authoring, architecture construction
process.

1 Introduction
Through the emergence of multitudes of convergent digital devices, software
development environment is evolving from developing software of fixed
functionality for limited devices to developing software which supports tailoring of
non-predefined features based on user needs. On the other hand, the lifecycle
expectancy of a software product is quickly shortening. These environmental changes
have led to the rise in demand for solutions to handle increased software complexity
and development costs simultaneously. In response to this demand, multi-core based
system with parallelization support has been proposed.
Although various hardware already provide multi-core capability, software
developers are still faced with the repetitive and tedious challenge of rewriting
existing single-core based software to support multi-core hardware and while
maintaining satisfactory performance. For instance, we can consider a case where
software product written for single-core hardware is modified to support quad-core
hardware with desired clock frequency targeted to be 35% of its previous clock on
single-core. In such case, it is difficult to accurately estimate the man-month required
in achieving the desired output on a quad-core system, and no existing method
sufficiently provides a solution.
This paper proposes an architecture-based multi-core transformation process as the
basis of cost estimation. The process aims to transform single-core software currently
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performing satisfactorily on single-core hardware to support multi-core parallelism
and deliver efficiently scaled performance in accordance to the increased number of
cores. For this purpose, existing software architecture design and verification
methodologies such as QAW [1], ADD [2], ATAM [3] and ARID [4] do not provide
sufficient coverage for the entire spectrum of architecture construction phases, and
further do not support process tailoring which we need in order to leverage domain
knowledge of multi-core systems. To address these limitations, this paper proposes an
architecture construction and evaluation process to serve as the guideline to resolve
the shortcomings of existing methods, and propose Architectural Decision Supporter
(ADS) as a tool to leverage domain knowledge in utilizing concurrency-related
architecture patterns as to resolve problems encountered in transforming software
towards multi-core based system. ADS is capable of suggesting verified and
appropriately matched concurrency patterns to developers, providing reliable support
for repetitive software rewriting tasks previously carried out without reliable reference
or guidance.
The remainder of this paper is as follows: in Chapter 2, the software architecture
construction process supporting transformation from single-core to multi-core support
is detailed. Chapter 3 describes the scope and the means of automation support using
ADS for activities defined in the proposed process, and Chapter 4 summarizes our
conclusion.

2 Architecture Construction and Evaluation Process for Multi-core
Based System
The proposed process is composed of 4 phases, as depicted in Figure 1. Respective
activities in each phase are as follows:

 Architectural requirements elicitation phase: Accounting for the fact that most
embedded software developers are likely to be resistant to documenting their
designs, this phase starts from creating an activity diagram of the targeted singlecore system through reverse-engineering of its source code. From the activity
thread of the implementation model developed through source code analysis, use
case specifications are drafted through inference. The drafted use case
specifications are not black-box specifications based on the user perspective, but
gray-box specifications [5] which include system internal implementation flows.
After annotating whether if each step in the use case specifications requires
concurrency, a quality attribute scenario regarding concurrency is created. By
adding constraint descriptions related to architecture design, finally the software
requirements specification (SRS) is completed. In the fortunate case where SRS
for the legacy single-core system is already available, then most of activities in this
phase can be skipped.
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Fig. 1. An Architecture Construction and Evaluation Process for Transformation from
Single-core Based System to Multi-core Based System
 Architecture authoring phase: In this phase we construct architecture for the legacy

single-core system which satisfies all previous requirements in the use case
specification. The resulting architecture will serve as reference for the forthcoming
multi-core system architecture. When the reference architecture has been
completed, then we select concurrency patterns from the patterns stored in ADS
which both satisfies given concurrency requirements and does not violate design
constraints, following a predefined rule. The selected concurrency patterns can
then be applied to the reference architecture to enable development of multiple
alternative architectures for the desired multi-core system. Among architecture
candidates, the most appropriate one can be selected using ATAM’s qualitative
evaluation.
 Architecture instantiation phase: In this phase, each component defined in our
architecture is mapped to a component instance. While some components can be
split or modified to resolve concurrency issues found during transformation
towards multi-core, majority of components should be reflected back to system
composition albeit at increased number of instances. Therefore, this phase can be
viewed as a phase for constructing the system through selecting available
components based on architecture definition.
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Quantitative evaluation phase: The most significant issue in transformation to
multi-core system is how to achieve efficiently scaled performance
proportionate to the number of increased cores. This complicates qualitative
evaluation of ATAM in its appropriateness of assessing the soundness of a
proposed architecture. In order to confirm if the actual performance increase
satisfies predefined quality range, a prototype of the completed architecture is
created to measure the approximate performance of each related attribute. If
some required quality range is not satisfied, then the Architecture Authoring
phase can be revisited for iteration.

3 ADS: Architectural Decision Supporter
ADS supports two activities (selecting appropriate architecture pattern and
searching for appropriate constructed component) of the proposed process
highlighted in Chapter 2. ADS provides three features for these activities: first is
repository feature to store architecture-related knowledge of the developer’s
organization, second is search feature to find appropriate architecture pattern, and
the last is classification and search feature for reusable software components. ADS
is provided to developers as an Eclipse plug-in, with Eclipse-like user interface
identical intended to minimize tool learning time. All reusable artifacts, including
concurrency-related patterns, are classified in conformance with Reusable Asset
Specification (RAS) and therefore artifacts processed on ADA are compatible with
all commercial tools supporting RAS.

4 Conclusion
This paper proposes a guideline for constructing software architecture for
transmigration from single-core to multi-core hardware environment, under condition
that performance should scale efficiently from single-core to proportionally matched
performance relative to the increased number of cores. The proposed guideline makes
contribution through providing rationale for selecting appropriate architecture patterns
for multi-core system and measuring quantitative performance improvement. The
effectiveness of ADS, however, remains to be further verified through additional case
studies. Forthcoming research is to be further focused on applying ADS to real-life
multi-core system architecture construction cases.
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